
Robert Smith
Theater Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Highly skilled Theater Manager, responsible for Ensuring outstanding on-screen presentation by 
diligently checking the operation and maintenance of the digital projection equipment, and also 
Maintaining a safe, secure, and healthy environment by establishing, following, and enforcing 
sanitation standards and procedures, Complying with all legal regulations.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Analyzing Skills, Customer Service.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Theater Manager
ABC Corporation  2005 – 2005 
 Responsible for opening and closing the theater as well as maintaining daily cash flow records

and budgeting.
 Planned forthcoming events, which includes applying knowledge of audiences, ensuring a 

balance between different types of productions.
 Responsible for staff which includes all aspects of human resources, training, discipline, 

scheduling, payroll, hiring, and firing.
 Responsible for inventory control which includes receiving, damage control, and ordering.
 Ensured that the theater meets the requirements of legislation such as health and safety 

licensing laws.
 Responsible for maintaining unsurpassed customer service where my knowledge is extended 

to all staff members.
 Responsible for the scheduling, hiring, and disciplining of over 50 employees.

Theater Manager
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2004 
 Manager of a movie theater in a fast-paced environment.
 Actively involved in all aspects of the theaters operations including Building, threading, and 

breaking down film Preparing for and running.
 School shows, concerts, church gatherings, plays) Responsible for all monetary transactions 

Responsible for opening and closing daily.
 Assisted owner in setting up a running off-Broadway commercial theater venue, available for 

rental to live production and film companies Set up a box.
 Managed the Cornish theatre and managed a student staff of 3.
 Gave lessons in theatre lighting and stagecraft.
 Managed independent community Movie Theater including film booking and buying, new 

business management, movie theater management, projectionist.

EDUCATION

BA
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